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FEMA and the Department of Labor stated that over 75% of businesses 

without a business continuity plan will fail after a natural disaster.  

This checklist will help take action to protect employees, clients and help plan for business continuity.

1.  Assess your location(s) ability to withstand �ooding, power outages, wind 

     and risky environmental conditions.  Identify what forti�cation steps could

     be made to protect the location, external & internal business assets and

     sta�.  Identify what level of environmental threat would signal an evacuation 

     of the location(s) and ceasing of onsite operations.   

3.  Perform a business process and operations analysis to determine which 

     are the critical processes need to be recovered �rst, and at what level to 

     sustain the business.  Identify what essential resources & time that are 

     needed to provide the services or products, including sta�, materials, tools,  

     technology and vendors, and how to restore them.  

4.  Quantify what are the potential costs of a disruption or downtime from 

      a disaster and create a budget depending on the various possible threats 

      that have been identi�ed.

2.  Identify key employees and the team with speci�c roles and knowledge 

     of the business operations to coordinate the planning and identi�cation 

     of actions to be taken during a disaster.  This will include steps to be taken

     to cease and migrate operations to a recovery site and to de�ne the methods 

     of communciation to be used.

5.  Perform a general inventory of the essential technology assets needed to 

      conduct business and all aspects of their management and con�guration.

6.  Identify how and to where the identi�ed critical assets needed for business 

     can be migrated.  Determine the transportation, time and personnel 

     needed to transport and reassemble the assets.  Cost of personnel and the 

     transportation of the assets must be assessed.

 
 

Want to know more?  We can help!
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7.  Do you have a existing disaster recovery plan that has been tested?

8.  Compile an inventory of hardware (e.g. servers, desktops, laptops and 

     wireless devices), software applications and data.  Identify critical software 

     applications and data and the hardware required to run them. 

9.  Identify data on network servers, desktop computers, laptop computers 

     and wireless devices that needs to be backed up along with other hard copy 

     records and information.  Lost or corrupted data can lead to signi!cant loss.

10.  Is the data being backed up daily and a local backup copy being stored 

        o"site?  Data should be backed up as frequently as necessary to ensure that, 

        if data is lost, it is not unacceptable to the business. 

11.  Is a cloud backup being utilized?  Most use a cloud backup solution in 

        addition to a local copy, ensuring there is a reliable and timely o"site backup.  

12.  IT resources required to support time-sensitive business functions should 

        be identi!ed.  The recovery time for an IT resource should match the recovery 

        time objective for the business function that depends on the IT resource.

14.  Is there an alternate site of where the data operations can be migrated to?   

        Are there duplicate resources already established o"site to serve as a 

        recovery site?  Crescent IT Systems can assist in identifying solutions to 

        migrate IT operations for companies. 

13.  Review the existing IT migration plan or create a plan that details how the 

        company can operate if the current IT resources are unavailable.  All elements 

        that enable the critical IT resources to run will need to be identi!ed.

15.  Have you assessed your data security in regards to virus protection, network 

        security, data backup media, and hacker prevention and have a mitigation

        plan.
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17.  Using the information learned in the risk assessment in step #1, form 

        the resource and implementation plans to deploy the forti!cation

        of the location(s), both the interior and exterior of the buildings.  

18.  The roles and functions for the employees who are critical for the

        operations of the business as well as those coordinating the migration

        of the business functions during a threat, are to be trained and 

        expectations set.  The methods of communciations discussed earlier

        for disaster recovery activites are decided upon and published.

 
19.  The vendors that provide services and supplies to your business should 

        be vetted for their ability to provide during a disaster.  Agreements

        for their service must be reviewed and in place.  Communication

        methods to be used with these vendors must be agreed upon. 

16.  The Business Continuity Plan must be !nalized and signed o" by

        top management to ensure buy-in from the top management prior to 

        rolling out the !nal employee roles and expectations.   
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20.  A plan is not !nished until it is tested.  A simulated threat should be used

        to test the reaction and recovery of your business operations and Business 

        Continuity Plan.  A annual review of the Business Continuity Plan should be

        performed to ensure that changing business elements are accounted for 

        within the plan.  

Hurricanes may happen during June to November each year but storms and other disasters

can happen all year long.   Businesses need to prepare for the disruptions and downtime

that the weather can cause to their business.  If you have questions, we can help!  

Call today to start protecting against disasters!  


